SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
Overview, Title 30 Programs on Renewable Energy
Office of Legislative Council Feb. 2, 2017
The Renewable Energy Standard (RES), 30 V.S.A. §§ 8004-05
Summary: The General Assembly enacted the RES in order to obtain the benefits of renewable
energy. The RES requires that electric distribution utilities have ownership of sufficient
renewable energy plants or sufficient tradeable renewable energy credits (RECs) that reflect the
required amounts of renewable energy.
Categories or “Tiers”
1. Total renewable energy
 Requirement: 55 percent of each distribution utility’s retail sales in 2017, rising to 75
percent on and after 1/1/32
 Resources usable to meet requirement: bundled energy (power generated from
renewable energy with environmental attributes attached) or RECs generated by a
plant capable of delivering energy to New England
 Tier 1 REC price
o To be established by market
o Statutory alternative compliance payment (ACP): $.01/kWh; increases with
inflation starting 1/1/18; acts as cap on Tier 1 REC price
2. Distributed renewable energy
 Requirement: one percent of each distribution utility’s retail sales in 2017, rising to
10 percent on and after 1/1/32; counts toward Tier 1
 Resources usable to meet requirement: bundled energy or RECS generated by “new”
renewable energy (in service after 6/30/15) that is either: (a) 5 MW or less and
directly connected to the Vermont grid or (b) an approved net metering system
 Tier 2 REC price
o To be established by market
o Statutory ACP: $.06/kWh; increases with inflation starting 1/1/18; acts as cap
on Tier 2 REC price
3. Energy transformation
 Requirement: two percent of each distribution utility’s retail sales in 2017, rising to
12 percent on and after 1/1/32; does not count toward Tier 1 or 2
 Resources usable to meet requirement: “energy transformation projects” commenced
on or after 1/1/15 or additional distributed renewable generation
 Energy transformation project: An undertaking that delivers energy goods or services
other than electric generation and results in a net reduction in fossil fuels consumed
by the utility’s customers and greenhouse gas emissions associated with that
consumption. Examples: home weatherization, air source heat pumps, grid storage
 Statutory ACP
o $.06/kWh; increases with inflation starting 1/1/18
o May cap Tier 3 cost; electrification projects could increase peak demand and
require transmission and distribution upgrades; statute requires that these
projects meet “best practices for demand management”
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The Standard Offer Program, 30 V.S.A. § 8005a
Summary: The General Assembly authorized the standard offer program to incent development
of small to moderately size distributed renewable generation. Eligible renewable energy plants
located in Vermont, with a plant capacity of 2.2 MW or less, may enter into a long-term contract
with the standard offer facilitator appointed by the Public Service Board (PSB). The plant
receives a rate that varies by type of technology. The standard offer facilitator allocates the
power, capacity, RECs, and costs among Vermont’s electric utilities.
Implementation: The PSB through the facilitator issues requests for proposals for annual
increments of capacity until the program reaches a cumulative capacity ceiling of 127.5 MW.
Awards are based on competitive bids, subject to a price cap based on avoided costs established
by the PSB. The annual increment for 2017 is 7.5 MW. The cumulative capacity ceiling does
not apply to certain plants, including plants that the PSB determines have sufficient benefits to
the operation and management of the grid. Total capacity installed or approved as of 12/31/16 is
approximately 76 MW. Source: Vermontstandardoffer.com
Recent Pricing. 2016 contract pricing for successful bidders (prices rounded to nearest ¢):
 small wind (≤ 100 kW) – $0.25/kWh, four projects
 large wind (> 100 kw) – $0.12/kWh, one project
 food waste – $0.18/kWh, one project
 solar – one project at $0.08/kWh, one project at $0.11/kWh
Source – PSB order, dockets 7873/7874, 5/27/16
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The Net Metering Program – 30 V.S.A. § 8010
Summary: The General Assembly authorized net metering systems to incent small distributed
renewable generation. In Vermont, net metering permits a customer or group of customers to
own and operate a generator of 500 kW or less, often on the customer side of the meter. Group
net metering also has been employed for systems directly connected to the utility’s grid or owned
by a developer or both. Electricity generated by the system offsets generation for which the
customer or customers is billed and the customer or customers receive credit for excess
generation. If unused within a specified period, the credit reverts to the utility.
Implementation: Under legislation that became effective 1/1/17, implementation is by PSB rule.
 The rule must meet statutory policy objectives that include advancing statutory goals for
renewable energy and greenhouse gas reduction, ensure to the extent feasible that net
metering does not shift costs between net metering customers and other customers,
ensuring that all customers who want to net meter have an opportunity to do so, and
balancing the pace of deployment with the impact on rates.
 The rule also must address other issues, including duties of utilities and net metering
customers, interconnection requirements for net metering systems, the amount of the bill
credit for excess generation, and REC ownership and transfer.
Bill credit rate: Under the PSB’s final proposed rule submitted on Jan. 20, 2017, the bill credit
rate would vary.
 The base credit rate would be the “blended residential rate,” to be the lowest of the
following:
o Company’s general residential service rate,
o Blend of company’s residential block rates, or
o Statewide average rate (currently $0.149/kWh according to PSB)
 Apply siting adjustor
o < 15 kW, plus $0.01/kWh
o 15 – 150 kW, if on preferred site, plus $0.01/kWh
o 15 – 150 kW, in not on preferred site, minus $0.01/kWh
o 150 – 500 kW, minus $0.03/kWh, only allowed on preferred sites
o Hydroelectric facilities, no site adjustment
 Apply REC adjustor
o Transfer REC to utility, plus $0.03/kWh
o Retain REC, minus $0.03/kWh
Clean Energy Development Fund – 30 V.S.A. § 8015
Summary: The General Assembly established the Fund “to promote the development and
deployment of cost-effective and environmentally sustainable electric power and thermal energy
or geothermal resources for the long-term benefit of Vermont consumers, primarily with respect
to renewable energy resources, and the use of combined heat and power technologies.” The
initial capital for the Fund came from settlement agreements related to the Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Station.
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Implementation: The Fund is managed by the Department of Public Service. Plans, budgets,
and program designs are developed by a seven-member Clean Energy Advisory Board. The
Fund has issued grants and loans for a variety of activities within its mission. No moneys have
been appropriated into the Fund since FY 14, according to the Fund report of Jan. 2017.
Current fund balance is approximately $5.4 million. The approved New England Clean Power
Link project agreed to contribute $5 million a year to the Fund.
Current initiatives: During FY 17, Fund programs include incentives:
 To change out older wood stoves for stoves that burn more cleanly and meet emissions
requirements, with incentives ranging from $500 to $1500.
 For wood pellet boilers that meet efficiency and emissions requirements. The Fund
website has information on the incentive amounts.
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